
Animal Trivia Crossword
Answer the trivia statements and put the answer in the corresponding boxes.

Down Across

1.  This animal uses its tail to keep its balance. 1. This rodent has a stripe on its cheek

2.  The ____ rolls around in mud to keep cool.     and stores food in special pouches in

3.  This animal is a baby or young cat.     its cheeks.

4.  This animal sweats through the pads of its paws 6. This animal often eats at night, feeding

     and pants to keep cool.      on grass, herbs and vegetables.

5.  A _____ uses its tail to communicate its feelings, 8. Each _____ has a unique pattern of 

     as well as swat flies away.     stripes.

6.  A _____ will eat almost anything and hibernate      10. This curious animal is a member of the

     in cold, winter months.      cattle family and may have a beard.

7.  Some types of this feathered friend migrate south   11. ____ have antlers, which are growing,

     for the winter.     living tissue.

9.  The _____ is the tallest animal in the world and      12. A ____ is very buoyant and has 

     can run up to 35 miles per hour.     webbed toes- both of which help in 

11. The ____ is a member of the same family as the     water.

      horse and is extremely intelligent.          14. This animal's roar can be heard up to

13. A ____ chews cud (partially digested food) and       five miles away.

      has four digestive compartments.          15. The tail of a ____ is as long as its

14. A ____ is a young sheep that can see behind      body.

      itself without turning its head.          17. This animal can climb trees and

16. This is the second largest bird in the world.      hibernates for winter.

Choose from the following:

   Bear    Deer    Emu   Kitten     Mouse
   Bird    Dog    Giraffe   Pig     Rabbit
   Cat    Donkey    Goat   Lamb     Raccoon

   Chipmunk    Duck    Horse   Lion     Tiger
   Cow
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